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A STUDY OF THE HEATING OF RAILWAY MOTORS.

BY A. H. ARMSTRONG.

The electric traction problem presents many new features for
investigation which are not met with in steam railroading, and
upon which little accurate data has been published. This is.
especially true of that class of service calling for maximum
speeds greater than 35 or 40 m.p.h., where stops are infrequent
and cars are run singly or in trains of two cars or more. It is the
purpose of this paper to enter into a discussion of some of the
variables met with and their influence upon the motive power
and station output for the higher as well as the lower speed
schedules.
The electrical engineer has to take care of two factors with

which the steam engineer is unacquainted, keeping the tempera-
ture of the motive power within reasonable limits, and also the
operation of single cars at maximum speeds of 60 to 70 m.p.h.
That wind friction is a considerable factor with trains operating
at high speeds has been abundantly proved by many tests, but
these tests are worthless when used to determine the power
required to propel a single car at the same hiigh speeds. As the
electric motor has invaded the high-speed interurban field and
has done so successfully because of the frequency of service
furnished withi single-car trains, it becomes pertinent to inquire
into the size of the motive power necessarv co prevent overheat-
ing and also the amount of power needed with the laigh speed
schedules and frequent stops made.

Regarding the tractive effort required to propel trains of one
or two cars at speeds of 60 m.p.h. or more, there is almost a
complete lack of experimental data. Formul_ based upon
tests of steam trains made up of a number of lheavy coaches
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cannot be applied with anv accuracy to the operation of single
car units. A series of tests made by the General Electric Com-
pany on the Buffalo and Lockport tracks, with trains of different
sizes, provides almost the only data upon which to base such
calculations. These tests were carried up to speeds approaching
60 m.p.h. with ordinary steam railway coaches, hauled by a 38-
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ton electric locomotive. The cars were not vestibuled and the
conditions were not, therefore, such as to give results directly
applicable to the operation of single suburban cars of the vesti-
bule type. For want of more accurate data, these tests will be
used as the basis of the following calculations, and, as the curves
deduced are used for comparison only, it makes little difference
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if the friction values are not absolutely correct TPhese train
friction tests were published in the Mav issue of the Strcct Rail-
way Journal, by Mr. W. J. Davis, Jr., and for convenience of
reference some of the curves are here reproduccd as Figr. i.
The tendency of the electric roads has been toward heavier-

cars, especially on the higher speed lines, where the car weights
run from 25 to 45 tons,including equipment and seated passen-
ger load. Suppose we equip cars weighing 95, 35 and 45 tons
with the same four-motor equipment, geared for 60 m.p.h. with
the 35-ton car, there would then result speed time-curves as in
Fig. 2, the speed curve of the 45-ton car falling below and that
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of thle 25-ton car rising above that of the 35-ton car for thle same
gear ratio. A tractive effort of 120 lbs. per ton gross has been
taken with all three equipments, as representing average condi-
tions for this class of work, giving a net acceleration of about
1.06 m.p.h per second, after deducting friction loss and the
power required to accelerate the revolving parts. Any other
rate of acceleration could have been taken with little or no
effect upon the heating of the motive power or its energy con-
sumption, as will be shlown later, the larger part of the energy
input being used up in overcoming air resistance at this high
speed.

Speed and amperes input are plotted as ordinates withl time as
abscissa andl power may be shut off at anly time, the car allowed
to coast and brought to rest by brakes, lmaking the enclosed area
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of the speed-time curve proportional to the distance covered,
and the area of the ampere-time curve equal the ampere hours
input. For the sake of simplicity it has been assumed that the
friction will be the same at the same speeds during acceleration
and coasting; that is, that the energy given up by the rotating
parts during coasting will equal the gear and friction loss of the-
motors running light, an assumption which is approximately
correct. The coasting curve will, therefore, follow the shape of
the friction curves in Fig. 1, will be curved and show a greater
retardation at high than at low speeds.

NWhile power is applied, the motive power has internal losses,,
varying not only in intensity but in their distribution. At zero
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speed, the losses are all in the copper of field and armature,.
being divided according to their relative resistances, but as the
armature speed increases there is an iron loss distributed between
the iron of armature and pole-face and tips, depending upon the
design of the motor. This iron loss starts from zero at standstill
and increases to a maximum at the moment of cutting out start-
ing resistances, after which it falls off somewhat, but this again
is a matter oI motor design. As these various losses are the.
cause of our motive power heating, it is necessary to trace their
influence upon the individual parts of the motor under study.
As the heating of a motor is the result of the average losses

within it, the average losses and their distribution up to aniy
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moment of shutting off power must be determined. Such losses
are shown in Fig. 3 for our 35-ton car equipment, speed and
ampere curves of which are shown in Fig. 2. The motor losses
for 25 and 45-ton cars have been left off to avoid confusion, but
from the shape of the ampere-time curve in Fig. 2, it is evident
-that the curves will vary greatly from those shown only during
the fractiornal speed or acceleration period, these differences
-being virtually wiped out with a considerable amount of running
-upon the motor curve. Thus, while there is a total average cop-
per loss of 5,000 watts during acceleration upon resistance, the
copper-loss curve becomes flat in about 400 seconds at the value
of 1,800 watts in the copper, with the motor constants chosen.
As an equipment geared for a maximum speed of 60 m.p.h.
would hardly be used for an average run of less than 15,000 feet,
requiring power on for fully 160 seconds for its accomplishment,
it will be seen that the acceleration losses play a comparatively
unimportant part in very high speed work, so far as the motor
heating is concerned. That this is not true of low speed work
will be discussed later.

The iron loss has been assumed to be dissipated entirely from
the armature in arriving at the " ratio of losser " in Fig. 3. This
is not strictly true, but the true subdivision of losses, whatever
it may be, will be practically the same with the same ratio of
losses, and hence any values of motor heating deduced from
curves similar to Fig. 3 must be consistent. For example, if we
know the degrees rise per watt loss for field and armature with
any given ratio of losses, the temperature arrived at would
be correct, provided the temperature constants were obtained
from experimental runs where the motor went through the same
cycle as in the run to be determined.

Suppose we take our motor equipment, place it upon a car and
run it over a measured length of level track, keeping an accurate
record of the current input and voltage per motor at each in-
stant. Then let this sample run be repeated successively for a
period of ten hours, or long enough for the motor temperatures to
reach their maximum, and we have the relation between
energy lost in the motor and its temperature for a given set of
conditions. Vary the length of the test run and repeat the ten-
hour test and we have another relation between temperature
rise and energy loss for another set of conditions. It is evident
that a series of such tests taken on a given type of motor would
,give material from which the relation between its internal losses
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and temperature rise would be known for any set of conditions,
and, moreover, these values could be used directly in calculations
for any given service as they were obtained under operative
conditions, and need no constant applied to make them approxi-
mately correct for service conditions.

It miay be urged that it is difficult to reproduce with any accu-
racy the sample run agreed upon, or that it is difficult to follow
tllrough and keep an accurate record of just what takes place in
the motor during its cycle of operation. If necessary, an auto-
matic device for applying the current could be used, such as a
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motor to throw on the controller at a predetermined speed.
Sufficiently good results may be obtained, however, by ordinary
hand control with a trained operator, while sample runs taken
every few minutes by recording instruments, serve as a check
and furnish the material upon which to base the motor's perform-
ance during the test.
A sample set of curves of such a test is shown in Fig.4, indicat-

ing voltage, amperes and speed upon a time basis, all taken by
recording instruments. The voltage indicated is that between
third-rail and ground, but the motor voltage during running upon
resistance mav be taken as proportional to its full internal
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voltage at the moment of cutting out final starting resistance,
without malking any appreciable error in arriving at iron loss
values. The ampere curves give the means of determining the
copper losses by plotting on polar cobrdinates as in Fig. 5, and
determining the area by planimeter, giving directly the square
root of mean square value. Both Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 slhow curves
produced by a recording instrument placed directly in the main

Seconds
FIG. 5.

circuit of the car, thus giving the series parallel effect of the
motors so connected. In our motor calculations we are con-
cerned with the amperes per motor which will be independent
of the series parallel control. The curves in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
however, are shlown simply to demonstrate the accuracy of the
recording instrument, and while Fig. 5 could not be used directly
to determine the square root of mean square cut rent per motor,
it shows the method used in determining this constant.
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It will be seen that by using recording instruments and by
taking a sufficiently large number of curves, it is possible to
determine very accurately the average losses dissipated as heat by
the motor during the test run, and also to ascertain the distribu-
tion of these losses in the several parts of the motor. The motor
ventilation is the same as in a service run; it is operated at vary-
ing speeds, remains at rest the required proportion of the total
cycle, and in every way the average conditions pertaining to a
service run are reproduced in the test run, thus making the data
so obtained directly applicable to service problems without the
use of any constant.
A curve showing the results of a number of such tests is given

in Fig. 6, indicating the degrees rise per watt loss in field copper
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and in armature with any relation between total armature and
field loss. Here also, the total iron loss is assumed to be in the
armature, and this loss, added to that of the armature copper,
gives its total loss, used in determining the ratio of losses.
Taking up again the study of the motors mounted .upon the

25, 35 and 45-ton cars, we are now in a position to apply the
motor losses obtained in Fig. 3 witlh the 35-ton car, and similar
curves with the 25 and 45-ton cars. Bv completing the cycle
in Fig. 2 and bringing the car to rest in any given distance, the
time of shutting off power mav be determined, the average losses
and their distribution ascertained by curves in Fig. 3, and the
temperature rise found out by applying the constants in F4ig 6.
That is, for any given schedule, we mav determine the tempera-
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ture rise of field and armature for the three-car train weights
and the given gear ratio assumed. By plotting a sufficient num-
ber of schedules, a curve similar to Fig. 7 will result, which affords
a very interesting study.

Such a curve in lieu of a better name might be termed a " ser-
vice capacity curve" of the General Electric HH motor. It
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sh1ows the temperature rise per motor for any weight of car and
the schedule that can be performed with the gear ratio chosen,
all plotted in terms of the number of stops per mile. The tem-
perature rise is given as that of the hottest part, whichever it
may be. The schledule includes stops lasting 15 seconds each.
Acceleration is the result of a constant tractive effort of 120
lbs. per ton during resistance running, and braking is effected at
the rate of 150 lbs. per ton. Coasting is assumed to continue
10%s of the duration of the running cycle. Curves of highe
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temperature cannot be completed without greatly exceeding the
commutation limit during acceleration, but would reve;se andl
approach zero the same as those of lower temperature for infre-
quent stops.
The relation between train weight and temperature rise for a

given schedule and frequency of stops is instructive. With one
stop per mile and five tons weight per motor, a temperature rise
of 54°C. is noted while ten tons per motor increases the tempera-
ture to 120°C. rise. That is, the motor temperature increases
faster than proportionally to the increase in train weight, due,
as we should cxpect, to copper losses increasing as the square of
current; but our friction curves indicate a much larger friction
in pounds per ton for the lighter weight cars, thus bringing the
accelerating current required to propel a car at 60 m.p.h. to
about that required for cars varying considerably in weight.
We would expect, therefore, that for continued runs, where the
losses due to acceleration are subordinated to the running losses,
this increase in temperature with increased car weight would
not be so mtrked. That such is the case is shown by comparing
temperatures in the case of train weights of five and ten tons
per motor with more infrequent stops, say one stop in four miles,
giving temperature rises of 72° and 980 respectively for the same
schedule of 48 m.p.h. The curve for 80° rise is very curious, as
it indicates a constant weight train with our equipment, regard-
less of the frequency of stops,while lhigher temperatures increase
and lower temperatures decrease the train weight with the
infrequency of stops. The percentage of the time that motors
are operating upon starting resistances is indicated by dotted
lines.

Curves shown in Fig. 7 are all based upon the same gross
tractive effect, giving practically the same rate of acceleration.
It is evident that the same schedules could have been made with
innumerable other accelerating rates, coasting less with the
slower and more with the more rapid rates. In order to make
our study of the " H " motor more complete, two sets of curves
similar to Fig. 7 were plotted, the first with an accelerating rate
of 90 lbs. per ton gross and 10% coasting, and the second with
120 lbs. per ton and 25%7 coasting, both making the same
schedule with the same frequency of stops. The comparison
of these two curves is shown in Fig. 8, plotted for a temperature
rise of 600 only, in order to avoid confusion. The lower rate and
less coasting has some advantage for more frequent stops, but
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as such an equipment would not be used geared for 60 m.p.h.
with much less than a two mile run average, it follows that the
temperature rise would be virtually the same with either rate of
acceleration.

Lower speed equipments, however, present results differing
from this, as is shown in Fig. 9, illustrating the 60° rise curve for
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a maximum speed equipment of 30 m.p.h. Here 160 lbs. and
25% coasting contrast very favorably with 120 lbs.and10%
coasting. In other words, the motor capacity is greatly in-
creased by raising the accelerating rate while still maintaining
the same schedule and frequency of stops. Increasing the
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accelerating rate does not necessarily mean going beyond the
comnmutating limit of our motors, as a lower speed gearing can
increase the rate of acceleration with the same current flowing in
the motors as with tlhe slower rate of a higher speed gearing.
A study of the foregoing curves seems to indicate that, so far

as motor heating is concerned, it is preferable to use the largest
gear ratio and highest rate of acceleration possible for the accom-
plishment of the service contemplated, provided the maximum
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speeds are low, but that practically any rational rate of accelera-
tion may be used where speeds approach a maximum of 60 m.p.h.
As will be shown later, the energy consumption is less for a
higher rate of acceleration permitting more coasting, but un-
fortunately the fluctuations on the distribution system and the
load curve on the generating station may both be much poorer
if the accelerating rate is carried too high and the number of
units in servrice is small. In the choice of gear ratio for a given
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service, therefore, not only must account be taken of the ques-
tion of motor heating with different rates of acceleration, but
cdue heed must be paid to the question of line fluctuations, station
load and energy input. It rnay be possible that what is gained
in car energy by a more rapid acceleration, may be lost by the
poorer coal economy resulting from a more irregular load curve
upon the generating station.

So far we have considered the question of capacity of our " H "
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motor for one gear ratio only. It is obvious that similar calcu-
lations may be made for any other gear ratio corresponding to a
different maximum speed on the level, and by combining the
results of several sets of such calculations, it is possible to arrive
at a capacity of our " H " motor for any schedule, any gear ratio
and any frequency of stops. This may be plotted in terms of
any temperature rise, and a set of such curves is plotted in Fig.
10 for a temperature rise of 600. This set of curves still retains
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120 lbs. per ton tractive effort, 15-second stops, 150 lbs. braking
effort, and is based upon the performance of a single car using a
four-motor equipment, following the lines of the friction curves
given in Fig. 1. The relation between schedule speed and
maximum speed on the level is shown with stops varying from
one in four miles to four per mile, and the tons per motor for a
maximum temperature rise in any part of the motor of 600 C.
are shown from one stop in two miles to four stops per mile.
A careful study of the curves in Fig. 10 gives very interesting
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results. For instance, the " H " motor geared for 60 m.p.h. can
operate between the limits of one stop in two miles and four
stops per mile, makiilg a schedule of from 40 m.p.h. down to
14 m.p.h., with approximately five tons per motor in all cases
and the same temperature rise. In other words, an equipment
Kf this character is protected from overheating by properly
proportioning its gear ratio to the car weight. The possible
schedule speed for a given gear ratio is controlled by the num-
ber of stops per mile, but the heating of the equipment, with the
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proper weight of car, will be the same over a very wide range of
schedules and stops. The curves, also, bring out very forcibly
the importance of properly gearing an equipment for the work
which it has to do. For instance, a gearing giving 60 m.p.h.
on a level track can make but 20.5 m.p.h. schedule with two
stops per mile with a train weight of 5.6 tons per motor, while
the same equipment geared for 47.5 m.p.h. can perform 20 m.p.h.
schedule (practically the same), but can do so with a total train
weight of 12.8 tons per motor, or more than double the train
weight possible for the same temperature rise with the 60 m.p.h.
equipment. In otlher words, the equipment should be geared
for the lowest possible maximum speed that will permit the
maintenance of the schedule in question, as a gear ratio giving
too high a maximum speed for the work to be done not only over-
lheats the motors, but produces needless demands upon the
generating and distribution systems.
The curves in Fig. 10 give a fairly complete study of the type
H1 ''motor when applied to the operation of single cars equipped

with four motors. All points in the curve, except for a maxi-
mum speed of 30 m.p.h., are obtained with the operation of
single cars, and as our friction curves may be inaccurate, being
based upon a single set of tests, or trains of more than one car
may be run, it is instructive to reproduce a similar set of curves
for two, three, four cars, etc., per train. The motor capacity
for a given temperature rise is governed largely by the shape of
the friction curve used at high speeds, especially for the longer
runs, and in Fig; 11 is shown a comparison between the operation
of one and two-car trains making the same schedule, and using
the same accelerating tractive effort per ton, braking and stop
intervals as in Fig. 10. This set of curves is also plotted for a
temperature rise of 60° C., but it is obvious that from the fore-
going material we could plot similiar curves for any other tenm-
perature rise. As the curves showing the relation between tons
per motor and maximum speed for a given temperature rise
come so close together for the different frequency o.f stops, this
sheet has considered only the relation between tons per motor
and maximum speed for one stop per mile. Thus we see that at
60 m.p.h. the type " H-1 " motor operating a single car has a
capacity of but 5.3 tons per motor for 600 rise, while if two cars
are coupled together and operated as a single train, the reduction
in wind friction per ton of train weight increases the capacity
per motor to 7.5 tons for the same 60° temperature rise, an in-
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crease of 42%o. This opens up a new field of inquiry as to whether
it is commercially advisable to run single car units at this high
speed when the motive power, and as it will be shown later on,
the energy input, are both larger than would result from operat-
ing the same seating capacity in trains of two cars or more, with
a correspondingly increased time interval between trains. In
other words, is the electric traction idea of small units at fre-
quent intervals a proper method of attacking the very high
speed electric traction problem, or are we compelled to go back'
to the steam method of operating heavier trains at more infre-
quenlt intervals, in order to prevent a prolhibitive investment
in motors, and generating and distributing systems, and a ruin-
ous expense for operation? It is true that the electric system,
being eminently adapted to subdivision, has created a demand
for travel, by means of its frequent service, where none pre-
viously existed, but it may be possible that for very high speed
work too great a price inay be paid for the privilege of operating
very frequent small units.
The foregoing discussion has described a method of determining

the probable heating of a given motor wlhen operated ander any
known conditions. The results obtained are so complete and
give such a mass of working data directly applicable to service
requirements, that the labor of the detailed calculations neces-
sary seems amply justified. Specifications of stationary appar-
atus are prepared in careful detail and acceptance tests carried
out with great exactness, but the tendency to slighit the railway
motor problem, owing largely to its seeming complexity, is
hardly warranted, when it is considered that the capital invested
in such apparatus may be double that required for generator
power to drive it. Then, too, the generator is carefully hooused,
provided with an attendant and otherwise taken care of, while
the motor is exposed to outside climatic conditions and only
gives evidence of being overloaded by burning out. The selec-
tion of such apparatus should receive the most careful attention,
the proposed service conditions fully worked out and the proper
size of motor and correct gearing clhosen to ensure a reasonably
small expense for maintenance.
The present method of rating railway motors is to determine

the current which they will carry at 500 volts on a stand test
giving a temperature rise of 750 C. in the hottest part after sixty-
minutes' run. In other words the one-hour rating of railway
motors gives only an indication of the comparative capacity of
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two motors in actual service, and affords no data to serve as the
basis of calculating the service capacity of the motor. It. does
determine the mechanical qualities of the motor, as the one-hour
test is generally verv severe, and it also affords a means of ob-
serving commutation at the maximum current for which the
motor will probably be called upon in service operation. Some
mnethod of rating railway motors which would give an accurate
comparison of their service capacity under different conditions,
if such a rating is possible, woulI be of great advantage over the
present very general one-hour rating.
The foregoing investigation has pointed out the very variable

nature of the work which a railway motor has to do, and the dif-
ferent relations between service performed, distribution of
losses and the ultimate heating of the motor. In Fig. 3 the
various motor losses are shown for the type " H " motor taken
as an example, but it is evident that different motor loss curves,
even for the same service performed, could not be compared
directly with any assurance of arriving at their comparative
temperature rise. Proceeding further, we come to the values
given in Fig. 6, showing the relation between motor losses, their
distribution,and the resulting temperature rise per watt loss.
Similar curves of different motors could be compared directly
and give some means of determining their relative capacity, but
here, also, there is no direct comparison, as different motors do not
have the same efficiency, and therefore will not give the same loss
for the same service performed. In other words, given two
motors having the same thermal constants, that is, the same
degrees rise per watt loss, the motor having the poorer efficiency
will rise to a higher temperature for the same service per-
formed, owing to its greater loss. We cannot, therefore, look
to the thermal curves as giving the comparative rating needed.

In Fig. 7 we have a fairly complete lhistory of the type " H "

motor operating under a given set of assumptions. These
assumptions are those pertaining to service operation, and such
a set of curves for another motor calculated for the same condi-
tions would give accurately the comparative size, or in other
words, the comparative temperature of the two motors for the
same service performed. In Fig. 7, the " service capacity
curves ",approach much nearer to a basis of comparing different
motors, but as a method of rating railway motors it is incom-
plete. In the first place, we have assumed a given rate of
acceleration, while it is obvious that the demands of different
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classes of service, especially low-speed service, will call for differ-
ent rates of acceleration, and hence a separate sheet would have
to be made out for every rate of acceleration. The effect of
increasing the rate of acceleration and increasing the time of
coasting is shown in Fig. 9, giving such discrepancy between
tons per motor for a given temperature as to make sheets simi-
lar to Fig. 7 entirely unreliable for comparing different motors,
especially when the maximum speeds are low and the accelera-
tion energy is the determining factor in the motor heating.

There is another variable, the rate of braking, which has not
been entered into in tlis discussion, and which also affects the
heating of the motor, especially on low-speed, high-acceleration
problems. On the higher speed problems, where friction is the
ruling factor, it is found that we must also assume a certain
friction rate, or in fact a friction curve plotted to a definite
formula, in order to arrive at consistent results witlh different
motors. Having once determined on this friction curve for a
single car, our calculations are immediately disqualified when
we couple two of these same cars together and perform the same
service, the friction rate at speeds of 50 or 60 m.p.h., falling off
considerably as we approach a train composed of several units.

In addition to the foregoing variables, we have the element of
the energy consumed by the rotating parts during acceleration.
This factor is practically negligible at very higlh speeds, but
figures very prominently in acceleration problems with low
speeds. In giving the rating of a railway motor, it will be
necessary, thierefore, to fix definitely upon the weight and center
of gyration of caL wheels and armatures, and furthermore to
determine the effect of the motor parts for a given gear ratio.

After all these variables are definitely fixed, we must repeat
the same set of conditions for each motor gear ratio, or, as a
more general case, for each different maximum speed on level,
thus eliminating the question of the total number of teeth in
gear and pinion. It is not intended in any wav to discourage an
effort to rate a railway motor by some method that. will give its
comparative capacity, but it is well to canvass carefullv the
large field of variables which must enter into suchl a rating, and
to have clearly in mind tlhe bearing wlhichi these different vari-
ables have in determining the temperature of tlhe motor. It is
evident that by affixing certain values to accelerating rate, train
friction, braking effort, energy of rotating parts, etc., it will be
possible to prepare a set of curves giving the relation between
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schedule, frequency of stops and temperature rise for any car
weight, which would give accurately the conmparative size of a
railway motor in relation to any otlher motor for which curves
were similarlv plotted. Such work is being done by tlhe General
Electric Company on its standard railway motors, and in fact
is necessary in order to be able to give the probable performance
of a motor under any set of conditions and to follow through the
effect of changing the conditions. The method, however, is
cumbersome, and has so many factors entering into the case that
it probably may never serve as a commercial rating; further-
more, such relation could only be expressed by curves, or a long,
tabulated statement, and neither method is short and concise
enough for a commercial rating.
As the result of considerable investigation along these lines,

the writer has not arrived at any commercial rating of a railway
motor which serves its'purpose better than the one-hour test now
universally used. Admitting that such a test does not give the
comparative size of different motors, it does serve the purpose
of largely determining its commutating qualities and possesses
the advantage of being commercial. Unless a rating can be
proposed which will indicate accurately the relative size of
motors, the present method of one-hour rating possesses advan-
tages which would hardly warrant its being superseded.

Although insufficient data is at hand from the foregoing cal-
culations to form the basis of a complete treatise on the subject
of train energy, sufficient material is provided to furnish some
very interesting comparisons. As the basis of calculations, we
assume the operation of single car trains composed of 25, 35 and
45-ton cars, geared for a maximum speed of 60 m.p.h. for the 35-
ton car. From our friction curves we find that these three cars
at 60 m.p.h. require a tractive effort of 59 lbs., 50 lbs. and 43.5
lbs. per ton respectively. The same calculations were carried
through for trains composed of two cars or more, the cars being
of different weights, so that we were able to plot a set of curves
showing the relation between schedule speed and watt hours per
ton mile input to the train, virtually ignoring any fixed formula
for train friction. Such a set of curves is shown in Fig. 12, being
plotted for 30, 40, 50 and 60 lbs., per ton friction rate at 60
m.p.h. These curves may be regarded as fairly general in their
scope, except that they follow the general form of the friction
curves given in Fig. 1. In other words, we can get from these
curves in Fig. 12, the energy consumption for any friction rate at
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60 m.p.h., the error introduced by assuming a general shape of
curve being very small.
An inspection of Fig. 12 brings out forcibly the fact that the

subject of car energy at high speed is most intimately interlinked
with the question of train friction. As the schedule speed de-
creases with the increasing number of stops, or in other words,
as the energy of acceleration becomes a more important factor,
the per cent. difference between the energy values for different
train frictions becomes less, as would be expected.
The electric road has almost universally used one car units,,

and as it has branched out into suburban high speed work, the
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advantages of more frequent service have made the operators of
such roads retain the single car idea. From the curves given
in Fig. 12, some figures maybe obtained of what it costs to operate
a single car, and also trains of two or more cars, where the maxi-
mum speed is 60 mph., and the stops very infrequent; that is,
the more advanced type of our private right-of-way suburban
roads. A single 35-ton car having a friction, say, of 50 lbs. per
ton at 60 m.p.h., will consume 119 watt hours per ton mile at a
schedule of 52 m.p.h. with one stop in eight miles. Let two
such cars be coupled together in a train, reducing the friction to
33.5 lbs. per ton, and the train will require an input of only 78
watt hours per ton mile, or 65.5%, of the energy rate per ton
r-equired in single car operation. In other words, single cars on
30-minute headway would require 52.5% more energy for their
operation than would two-car trains on one-hour headway.
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'With five-car trains composed of 35-ton cars, the energy is re-
duced to 56 watt lhours per ton mile for the same schedule, or less
than half what will be required per ton for the operation of single
car trains.
From a purely energy standpoint it would seem that the

operation of single-car trains was disadvantageous, but experi-
*ence lhas shown that it is not fair to assume that two cars operated.
*every lhour will attract the same custom as one car operated
every thirty minutes. In other words, the frequency of service
creates travel and in many cases warrants the extra expenditure
for coal. There is another aspect of the case to be considered
,and that is, that with two-car trains at more infrequent intervals
the load upon the feeding points is more fluctuating, the size of
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rotary converters must be somewhat increased, and in all proba-
bility a larger amount of feeder copper will be required to keep
the drop within the same limits. Although a saving may be
,effected in the coal pile by increasing the train headway and
giving the same seating capacity in trains of two or more cars,
there is every reason to expect a call for a greater expenditure
-of money to install the road, ancd an increase in interest and
maintenance account tlhat may go far toward eating up the sav-
ing in the fuel expense.

In Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 are given curves showing the relation
between schedule speed and train energy for maximum speeds
of 45 and 30 m.p.h. respectively. It will be noticed that, par-
ticularly for 30 m.p.h. maximum speed, the train friction be-
*comes a very much smaller factor in determining the energy
input, especially as the number of stops per mile increases.
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All these three sets of curves are plotted for an accelerating
rate corresponding to 120 lbs. per ton, and a braking effort of
150 lbs. per ton. The values given will, therefore, be subject to
considerable variation for different accelerating and braking
efforts where the schedule speed is low and stops numerous.
The curves are, however, of fairly general use, especially for
runs of a mile or more, as the effect of the rate of acceleration
and braking is not so marked on longer runs.

In Figs. 12, 13 and 14 is considered, also, a period of
coasting equalling 10%' of the time the train is in motion. While
this is a fairly general assumption and will give sufficient margin
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for a large majority of problems, it will be found in carrying out
the subject to a conclusion that the per cent. of coasting is a
very large factor in determining the train energy input. For
instance, a high rate of acceleration with a long period of coast-
ing will demand less energy input to the train than a lower rate
and little or no coasting. The reason for this is obviously that
the efficiency of acceleration of the two runs may be approxi-
mately 70%, while the speed at which brakes are applied is less
with a longer coasting period, and hence the work demanded by
the equipment is less.

In all three of the energy curves given, a variable friction dur-
ing acceleration and coasting is considered, but straight line
braking is assumed. The energy required to accelerate the
rotating parts is also considered, so that the curves as given are
of fairly general application.
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In this paper the writer has attempted to outline a method
of determining the probable heating and energy consumption
of a given equipment for any class of work, having in mind, also,
the possibilitv of arriving at some short, concise method of rating
different railway motors, so that their comparative service
capacity might be accurately indicated. As the subject of
motor capacity is so dependent upon experimental tests, not only
of car friction and braking, but also of heat radiation under
working conditions, the conclusions drawn were based so far as
possible upon actual experiments made. Were it not for the
fact that car friction, or rather train friction, is such a variable
quantity, dependent not only upon the condition of track but
upon the speed and composition of the train, it would be pos-
sible to plot a set of curves for a given friction and distance, and
apply these curves for similarly shaped runs over greater or less
distances by taking the coordinates proportional to the square
root of the area of the speed-time curves; that is, proportional to
the square root of the distances covered. As, however, the wind
friction at the higher speeds changes the value of friction per ton
to such an extent, it is only possible to draw up curves for a
given set of conditions and generalize, as is done in Figs. 12, 13
and 14 for different friction rates.

While it is thus possible to prepare a set of energy curves
which are of fairly general application to all problems, it is only
feasible to express the relation between motors of different
capacity by a series of curves similar to those described in Figs.
7, 8, 9 and 10. It is entirely possible to approximate the proba-
ble hleating of motors of different sizes when the resistance, core
loss and general construction are known, but such short-cut
methods are at best only approximations and no true comparison
of different motors can be made which will take into account
their different losses for the same work performed and their
capacity for radiating these losses at different speeds, without
considering the subject in detail for each motor alone along the
general lines indicated in this paper.

In dealing with the railway motor where the temperatures
approximate 60' C. rise in practice, with an air temperature in
summer reaching 30° to 35° C., we have not much leeway below
a temperature injurious to the insulation, and approximate
methods giving rise to errors of 10° or 20° C. in temperature can-
n,ot be seriously considered in such important calculations as the
determination of railway motor temperatures. For this reason
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the methods outlined, although entailing a large amount of
experimental work and subsequent calculations, provide an
accurate method of determining the temperature of railway
motors operating under any known conditions, and although
they fail to provide a method of rating railway motors, it is due
to the fact that such a method of rating cannot be expressed by
any short term, but necessitates some such general curves as
are indicated in the paper.
The writer wishes to acknowledge the services of Mr. E. F.

Gould in preparing material for this paper, and the kindness of
the General Electric Company in furnishing results of experi-
mental tests which served as a basis of all calculations.


